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Drawing ASEAN Limits and Strengths in Tackling Terrorism: Study Case of Abu Sayyaf Group

Abstract

Terrorism issue had been a concern of ASEAN since the war on terror related to the tragedy of 9/11. ASEAN has its own problem regarding terrorism, one of them is Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) which based in the Philippines. The actions of this group are not only harm the stability of the Philippines nationally, but also Southeast Asia as a whole. They do not hesitate to use violence in pursuing their interests. They also functioned the loose controlled state border as their base of command. They recruits people to be part of them and aims to build caliphate in Southeast Asia. This paper analyses how ASEAN view this ASG as regional threat by using Regional Security Complex Theory (RSCT), also draws the limits and strengths of ASEAN when facing ASG particularly and terrorism generally.
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